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separate by a xuzzle verse from the vision. The two are completely
separate and distinct, in Daniel 2 When you come to the inter
pretation in Daniel 2, the interpretation i all, I hei1wo,
literal, It contains an occasional repetition. Whereas you saw
this, this means this. The full meaning rmav not h pressed (-xp1ained)
-- you can infer sornethings sometimes. Except for repetition it
is ntire1y literal.

Jbert you cor Lo ch, 7 the situation is very different. So
different that I have made a list I think it would be interesting
for you tolook at. (Passthese out please). This Is on the lower
part of the page. 1 have mentpned that in ch. 7 the vision runs
from vv.2-14. That vtion is f.jurative except for r the last
verse of it which would seem to be definitely literal. The rest
is clearly figurative. I said with the possible exception of
xxx much of vv .9, 10 arid 13. There are certain questions in those
three vv. as to what is literal and what figurative.

As I y there the vision in ch. 7 runs fro vv.2-14. That
is quite obvious. It is all figurative except the last verse(v.14)
"There was given him dominion, and glory and a kingdom that all
people, nations, and languages should serve him. His dominion
is an everlasting dominion which shall not pass away . . .
That is a pretty literal statement.

How did he see that In the vision? Perhaps a voice said
it, and he heard it. It is a quite literal statement. But the
rest of the vision is figurative, except that in vv. 9, 10,
and 13 there are certain statements on which we might have a
question. We will look at there later in detail.

In ch. 7 the interpretation that is given is a part of
the vision. Notice I said, Interpretation still invision. The
wholething was a vision, but in the vision we read that Daniel
came near to one of those who stood by and asked him the truth
of all this and he told me making known the interpretation. Then
we have an interpretation given which is only three vv. These
three vv. are literal, with the possible exception of the phrase
at the end of v.r7. Then the strange thing is that after he's

vry.bf.beengIver this inLrpretation which quickly s-urnarIes
the whole thinq, th.r in i. 1? we find Daniel xpressos hIs desIre
for more information and he repeats part of the vision. As he
rkxakxtxkkx repeats part of the vision he gives a little
more detail than before.

So we have a further description of a part of the vision
in vv. 19-22. Vv.19-20 are clearly figurative. Vv.21-22 are mostly
literal. Then in answer to this further question which gave us
further repetion in part of what he's seen already, then we have
interpretation from vv. 23-28. It's interesting to see how differ
ent it is from the very simple interpretation we have in eh. 2.

That would be the assignment for today. We qo back now to
ch. 2. We were looking at

. The Fifth Part of the Statue. I think I gave you il 2
un:er E, Not' the symbolic meaning of potter's clay(woak or
brittle).
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